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Meninges:
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Endocrine system
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The Kidney
Structure of the renal/urinary system
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The nephron:

The nephron function:

Functions of different parts of the nephron:
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Ultrafiltration:
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capsule
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Control of water levels - osmoregulation:
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The Liver

Deamination of amino acids:
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Homeostasis
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Malfunctions -stroke

Risk factors:
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Malfunctions – Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
What is a multiple sclerosis:
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Malfunctions – Diabetes
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Malfunctions – Nephrotic syndrome

What is a nephrotic syndrome:

Possible causes of nephrotic syndrome:

Symptoms of nephrotic syndrome:

Monitoring, treatment and care:
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Malfunctions – Cirrhosis of the liver

Cirrhosis of the liver:

Causes of cirrhosis:

Symptoms of cirrhosis:

Monitoring, treatment and care:
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Sf1. Which branch of the nervous system prepares the body for action?    ______________________________

2. Which part of the brain helps control balance?  ________________________________________________

3. Name the three meninges.  _______________________________________________________________

4. Name two hormones secreted by the pancreas  _______________________________________________

5. Specifically, where in the body would you find the glomerulus? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

6. What is ultrafiltration?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

7. What is the function of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) and which gland secretes it?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

8. Where do the bile pigments bilirubin and biliverdin originally come from?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________

9. What type of substance is broken down to become urea?   _____________________________________

10. What are effectors?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

11. What is a haemorrhagic stroke?

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. What is damaged in MS and what causes the damage?

______________________________________________________________________________________

13. What is hyperglycaemia?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

14. Why does nephrotic syndrome cause oedema?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

15. What does cirrhosis mean in cirrhosis of the liver?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Test your knowledge
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Nervous system

Brain

Spinal cord

Nerves

Central nervous system CNS:
The central nervous system is made up of the brain and spinal cord Their function is control 
of both voluntary and involuntary processes. Voluntary processes could include walking and 
talking which is controlled by the brain. Involuntary processes can include control of body 
temperature or control of fluid levels within the body. The spinal cord transfers information 
from the brain to the body and also carries information about the body back to the brain. 
However, it does have a control function itself in that it can control reflex actions where 
muscles are contracted without involving the brain until after the movement has occurred. 
Reflex actions are to protect the body from harm. 

Peripheral nervous system PNS:
The peripheral nervous system consists of all parts of the nervous system that are not the 
brain or spinal cord. The nerves that extend throughout the body including to and from 
organs are all part of the PNS. The peripheral nervous system includes nerves which carry 
specific information from sensor organs or sense cells. These are called sensory neurons. It 
also contains neurons which send instructions to muscles or glands. These are called motor 
neurons. 

Functional organisation:

Voluntary nervous system:
The voluntary nervous system in made up of sensory and peripheral 
neurons that are related to senses and muscle movements that we 
are consciously aware of. It controls movement that we have 
consciously decided to do like lifting a cup and taking a drink. 

Autonomic nervous system:
The autonomic nervous system also includes sensory and motor 
neurons but is concerned with processes that we do not control 
consciously. In many cases we would not be aware they were 
happening. They are the processes that are involved in keeping us 
alive and in balance. The autonomic nervous system controls heart 
and breathing rate, some processes of the digestive system, fluid 
balance and many more. The autonomic nervous system can be 
divided into two sub-types – the sympathetic nervous system and the 
parasympathetic nervous system,. 

Sympathetic nervous system:
The sympathetic nervous system is usually involved in processes that 
occur when we are active. For example, it is used to speed up heart 
and breathing rate if we are running. It also inhibits the actions of the 
digestive system as the energy can be used elsewhere – the energy 
from digested food will be of little use as it takes many hours for the 
full process of digestion to complete.

Parasympathetic nervous system:
The parasympathetic nervous system is associated with returning 
things back to normal after a period of activity, for example, returning 
heart rate to resting levels. It is usually associated with relaxation.  It is 
when the body is relaxed that digestion and all the processes involved 
with it are stimulated. 

Controlled by sympathetic 
nervous system:
Increase heart rate
Dilate bronchi to allow more air through
Dilate pupils to improve vision
Stimulates conversion of glycogen to 
glucose for more energy
Stimulates the secretion of adrenaline 

Inhibits saliva secretion
Slows peristalsis in digestive system
Inhibits stomach activity
Inhibits gall bladder

Controlled by parasympathetic 
nervous system:
Decrease heart rate
Contract bronchi now less oxygen is 
needed
Contract pupils 
Inhibits conversion of glycogen to glucose 
for more energy
Contracts bladder

Stimulates saliva secretion
Increases peristalsis in digestive system
Stimulates stomach activity
Stimulates gall bladder

Autonomic nervous system
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The brain

Cerebellum:
This is the region at the back of the brain. 
It is involved in movement and ensures 
that movements that are well practice 
appear to be automatic like walking, 
playing a musical instrument or driving a 
car. It is vital for balance and 
coordination. If this area is not working 
properly, for example after drinking too 
much alcohol, then the person will 
struggle to balance properly. In order to 
ensure balance, it contains special sensors 
that detect shifts in balance and 
movement. It sends nerve impulses 
directly to the muscles involved in 
movement. This is the area that controls 
dexterity. 

Cerebral cortex:
The cerebral cortex is the outer layer of the upper cerebral 
hemispheres and is about 2-4mm thick. It is the outer layer of the 
cerebrum which is the largest part of the brain consisting of two 
thirds the weight of the brain. The cerebrum is divided into two 
halves known as hemispheres. The cerebral cortex controls a lot of 
the higher functions of the brain. Different areas of the cortex deal 
with different functions. For example, vision is processed at the back 
of the brain. The cerebral cortex can be damaged easily with blows to 
the head. 

Frontal lobes:
The frontal lobes are the front portions of the two cerebral 
hemispheres, just behind the forehead. The functions include speech, 
problems solving, control of voluntary movement, moral decision-
making or conscience and has a major role in determining 
personality. 

Corpus callosum:
The corpus callosum is a section of nerve fibres 
underneath the cerebrum which connect the left and 
right halves of the brain to each other allowing 
communication between the two halves. It is white in 
colour and about 10cm long. 

Hypothalamus:
The hypothalamus is a small area of the 
brain located between the frontal lobes 
and the cerebellum. It is the link between 
the nervous and endocrine systems of the 
body and is closely associated with the 
pituitary gland which secretes many 
hormones and controls the hormonal 
secretion of other glands. The 
hypothalamus is involved in homeostasis 
ensuring that the internal environment is 
balanced despite external changes. For 
example, it can detect changes in body 
temperature or fluid balance and 
stimulates actions within the body to 
bring these levels back to normal. It also 
regulates appetite and stimulates puberty

Medulla oblongata:
The medulla is located at the bottom of the brain just 
above the spinal cord in an area known as the brain stem. 
It controls processes that keep us alive such as heart rate 
and breathing rate. It also controls functions such as 
swallowing. 
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Meninges:
The meninges are three tough membranes 
which encase and protect the brain and 
spinal cord. They include the dura mater 
(the outermost layer) the arachnoid (the 
middle layer) and the pia mater (the inner 
layer).  Between the arachnoid and the pia 
mater is a special fluid called cerebrospinal 
fluid. Together they help cushion the brain 
against physical injury. The cerebrospinal 
fluid helps nourish the brain and remove 
waste. It is the meninges that get infected 
in meningitis a serious infection which can 
be fatal. 

The brain – the meninges
skin

Bone

Dura mater

Arachnoid

Pia mater

Cerebral cortex

Neurons

Cell body

Axon

Dendron

Sense cell

Muscle

Axon:
An axon is a long part of the neuron which 
carries nerve impulses away from the cell body. 
They are particularly long in motor neurons as 
they may have to extend from the spinal cord to 
the leg or somewhere else a long way from the 
spinal cord. They usually have a myelin sheath.

Dendron:
A dendron is a section of a neuron which carries 
nerve impulses towards the cell body. This could 
be nerve impulses stimulated by sensory cells or 
it could be from other neurons. They tend to be 
short in motor neurons but are long in sensory 
neurons. The cell body of a sensory neuron is 
located very close to the spinal cord so the 
dendron often has to carry the impulse quite a 
long way. 

Motor neurons:
Motor neurons carry instructions from 
the brain or spinal cord to either muscles 
or glands. They stimulate an action to be 
carried out e.g. a muscle to contract or a 
gland to release the substance it has 
made such as sweat or a hormone. The 
longest part of a motor neuron is an axon 
which is myelinated. Motor neurons do 
have dendrons buy they tend to be very 
short.

Sensory neurons:
Sensory neurons carry information from 
sense cells and organs to the brain. The 
longest part of the sensory neuron is a 
dendron which carries impulses towards 
the cell body of the neuron. They do have 
axons which carry impulses from the cell 
body to the brain or spinal cord. Sensory 
neurons are myelinated with both the 
axon and the dendron having a myelin 
sheath. 

A reflex arc

Sensory neuron
Spinal cord

Motor neuron

Direction 
of nerve 
impulse
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Myelin sheath:
The myelin sheath is made of special cells called Schwann cells which are very flat and wrap themselves around the long processes of neurons many 
times. They consist mostly of membrane with little cytoplasm so the long process is effectively surrounded by layers of fatty membrane. The Schwann 
cells have small gaps between them known as nodes of Ranvier and the cells and nodes together make up the myelin sheath. Thy function of the myelin 
sheath is to insulate the axon or dendron to speed up the transmission of nerve impulses. Myelin sheaths can be found on the axons of motor neurons 
and on both the axon and dendron of sensory neurons.  

Myelin sheath:
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Cross section of myelin sheath

Synapse:

Action potential
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Postsynaptic 
membrane

Mitochondria

Synaptic vesicle

Presynaptic 
membrane

Neurotransmitters

Neurotransmitter 
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A synapse:
Individual neurons need to communicate with each other but do not physically connect. There are 
small gaps between each neuron called synapses. In order for one neuron (the pre-synaptic 
neuron) to stimulate another neuron (the post-synaptic neuron) chemicals called 
neurotransmitters are needed. The neurotransmitters are released from the presynaptic neuron 
when a nerve impulse reaches it. The neurotransmitters diffuse across the small gap (the synaptic 
cleft) to the post synaptic neuron and triggers a nerve impulse to occur in that neuron. An 
example is in a reflex arc when a stimulus such as pain from receptors in the skin trigger muscles 
to contract so the hand is moved away from the cause of danger. Synapses will occur between all 
the neurons involved in the reflex arc. 
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Endocrine system

The endocrine system:
The endocrine system consists of a number of glands distributed in 
different parts of the body. Each gland produces one or more hormone 
that have effects on one or more different tissues or organs elsewhere 
in the body

Hormones:
Hormones are biological chemicals which can be protein or steroid 
based. They are produced by glands and usually  travel to their target 
organs or tissues in the bloodstream. They usually have more than one 
effect and are used to control long term and short-term changes in the 
body. They act much slower than the nervous system.

Pancreas:
The pancreas has a role in producing digestive enzymes for the 
digestive system but is also an endocrine gland producing hormones 
which control blood sugar levels. The hormones are made in clumps of 
cells within the pancreas known as islets of Langerhans. One hormone 
produced is insulin which lowers blood sugar levels and helps glucose 
to get tinto cells where it is needed. Another hormone is glucagon 
which raises blood sugar levels. The two hormones work together to 
balance blood sugar levels. 

Adrenal gland:
There are two adrenal glands, one on top of each kidney. The adrenal 
glands produce a number of different hormones including adrenaline 
which prepares the body for action by increasing breathing and heart 
rates. It is usually release in response to a fright such as a loud 
unexpected noise. 

Thyroid gland:
The thyroid gland is located in the neck. The main hormone it secretes 
is thyroxine which controls growth and metabolism. Another hormone 
secreted by the thyroid gland is calcitonin which regulates calcium 
absorption and calcium use. Calcium is very important in nerve 
impulses and muscle contractions. 

Pituitary gland:
The pituitary gland is located in the brain and has a major role in the 
endocrine system as it secretes a lot of different hormones. Some of 
the hormones stimulate other glands to secrete their hormones and 
because of this it is often thought of as the “master gland”. The 
pituitary gland is often stimulated by the nearby hypothalamus. 
Hormones secreted include LH and FSH which help control both male 
and female reproductive systems, ADH which stimulate the kidneys to 
regain water and  prolactin which stimulates milk production.
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The Kidney
Structure of the renal/urinary system

Kidney

Ureter

Bladder

Urethra

Function:
To filter metabolic waste from blood and remove 
excess water to produce urine. 

Function:
Carry urine to the bladder.

Function:
Store urine until convenient to get rid of it using 
strong muscular contractions.

Function:
Transport urine from bladder to outside the body.

Cortex:
The cortex is the outer layer of the kidney. It is where 
the Bowman’s capsule is located as well as the 
proximal and distal convoluted tubules. 

Medulla:
The medulla is the inner portion of the 
kidney. It is where the loop of Henle and 
most of the collecting duct is located for 
each nephron. 

Calyx:
The calices (plural for calyx) are regions of the kidney 
which collect urine before it enters the ureter. The 
calyces are part of the renal pelvis. A calyx is where a 
number of collecting ducts converge together. 

Renal artery:
The renal artery carries blood into the kidney. The 
blood will be oxygenated and supply the kidney with 
oxygen. It will also contain waste products such as 
urea and excess salt which the kidney tubules 
(nephrons) will remove. 

Renal vein:
The blood which has been filtered by the 
kidneys leaves the kidneys through the 
renal vein. The blood will also be 
deoxygenated. It will be returned to the 
heart. 

Structure of the kidney

Pelvis
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The nephron:

The nephron function:
The function of the nephron is to filter the blood and remove unwanted waste products. Any substances needed by the body are reabsorbed from the 
nephron back into the blood. The nephron also determines the amount of water that is lost in the urine or retained in the blood. This is controlled by the 
hormone ADH.

Glomerulus

Bowman’s capsule

Proximal 
convoluted tubule

Distal convoluted 
tubule

Collecting duct

Loop of Henle

Functions of different parts of the nephron:

Structure Function summary

Bowman’s 
capsule

The Bowman’s capsule is the start of the nephron and is the location of ultrafiltration where most of the blood plasma 
(excluding blood cells and large protein molecules) are forced out of the glomerulus and into the beginning of the 
nephron. 

Proximal 
convoluted tubule

The proximal convoluted tubule is the tubule nearest to the Bowman’s capsule and is where most substances needed 
by the body are reabsorbed into the blood. 

Loop of Henle The loop of Henle is a long loop which extends into the medulla of the kidney. Its function is to build up high solute 
(salt) concentrations in the medulla to draw water out of the nephron when needed so it can be retained by the body. 

Distal convoluted 
tubule

The distal convoluted tubule is the last part of the nephron before the collecting duct. It is the site of pH balance. It is 
also one of the two areas where water is removed from the fluid in the nephron and reabsorbed back into the blood. 

Collecting duct The collecting duct is where a number of nephrons join together so the fluid can be conducted to the pelvis of the 
kidney and into the ureter. It is also where water is reabsorbed from the nephron back into the blood when needed. 
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Ultrafiltration:
Bowman’s 

capsule

What is ultrafiltration:
Most of the substances from the blood being forced 
out of the blood capillaries of the glomerulus into the 
Bowman’s capsule. This filtrate will then travel down 
the nephron. Substances needed by the body will be 
reabsorbed whereas waste and excess water will 
continue through the nephron and make up the urine 
which is then removed from the body. The high 
pressure which forces the filtrate out is caused by the 
arteriole going into the glomerulus being wider than 
the one leaving it.  

Constituents of filtrate:
The filtrate contains water, salt, glucose, amino 
acids, urea and other waste products. Blood 
cells and proteins are too large to be squeezed 
out of the blood vessels and so stay in the 
blood. If kidneys are damaged protein may 
sometimes enter the filtrate and this is a sign of 
the damage. 

Functions of the kidney:

Reabsorption:

Substances reabsorbed into 
blood in proximal convoluted 
tubule:
Substances such as amino acids, lipids, 
glucose and water are still needed by the 
body and so it would not be a good thing 
if they were to be lost in the urine, so they 
are reabsorbed back into the blood from 
the proximal convoluted tubule. There is a 
very good blood supply around the 
nephron to allow this. Bicarbonate ions 
are also reabsorbed here leaving the 
hydrogen ions to continue in the urine. 

Substances reabsorbed into 
blood in distal convoluted 
tubule and collecting duct:
Most substances have already been 
reabsorbed from the proximal convoluted 
tubule. The distal convoluted tubule is for 
the reabsorption of water. 

Build up of high salt concentrations: Action of loop of Henle:
The descending limb is permeable to water and so water can leave by 
osmosis. Water will leave this tube due to osmosis because the salt 
concentration in the surrounding medulla is higher than the solute 
concentration of the filtrate (ie. the filtrate is more dilute so water 
leaves the tubule by osmosis).
Because water has left the tubule by osmosis, the salt concentration of 
the filtrate at the bottom of the loop of Henle is higher than it was when 
it first entered the nephron. 
The cells in the walls of the ascending limb actively pump salt from the 
nephron into the surrounding medulla. This pumping is against a 
concentration gradient and requires energy. 
The ascending limb of the loop of Henle is impermeable to water which 
means that water cannot follow the salt by osmosis. If the walls were 
permeable to water then water would move towards the high 
concentrations of salt outside of the nephron. But this cannot happen 
due to the impermeability of the ascending limb. The result is that the 
filtrate at the top of the ascending limb is dilute and the medulla has 
high salt concentrations. This increase in salt concentrations in the 
medulla is increased by the counter current multiplier effect caused by 
the two limbs of the loop of  Henle flowing in opposite directions. 
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Control of water levels - osmoregulation:

Low water levels 
in blood

Osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus 
detect that fluid levels in the blood are 
low. This stimulates the pituitary gland 
to release  anti-diuretic hormone 
(ADH) into the blood. ADH causes 
distal convoluted tubule and collecting 
duct to become permeable so water is 
reabsorbed into the blood. 

High water levels 
in blood

If the level of fluid in the blood is too 
high, less (or no) ADH is released by 
the pituitary gland. This results in 
water not being able to leave the 
nephron so it will be lost in the urine, 
rebalancing body fluid levels. 

The distal convoluted tubules and the collecting ducts are 
located in the medulla of the kidney. The loop of Henle has 
acted to ensure that the medulla has high salt concentrations. 
High salt concentrations tend to draw water to them by 
osmosis. However, if the water is unable to leave the tubule 
due to it being impermeable then osmosis will not occur and 
water will remain in the nephron to be eventually lost in the 
urine. This is the way the kidneys work in the absence of the 
hormone ADH.
If body fluid levels are low, ADH is released by the pituitary 
gland and it will travel to the kidneys in the blood. ADH 
changes the permeability of both the distal convoluted tubule 
and the collecting duct. Now, because the walls of the tubule 
are permeable to water, the high salt concentrations in the 
medulla draws out the water by osmosis. The result is that 
water that would have been lost in the urine is instead drawn 
into the medulla where it will be reabsorbed into the blood. 
This leads to lower volumes of urine which is more 
concentrated and therefore darker in colour. 

The salt concentration of the medulla is still high because the 
actions of the loop of Henle in building salt concentrations 
are not affected by ADH, they will continue regardless of the 
fluid levels of the blood. 
Normally, this high level of salt in the medulla would draw 
water to it by osmosis. However, the water cannot leave the 
distal convoluted tubules or the collecting duct because these 
are usually impermeable to water. They would only become 
permeable to water if there is ADH in the blood. However, 
because the individual has recently had a good drink of water 
the osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus to not trigger the 
pituitary gland to release ADH, so the two tubules remain 
impermeable to water. 
The consequence is that water continues through the 
nephron, into the collecting duct and will leave the body in 
the urine. Due to the large volume of water, the urine will 
have a greater volume and will be more dilute. 

Pituitary 
gland

Pituitary 
gland
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The Liver

Liver

Gall bladder

Bile duct

Deamination of amino acids:
Excess amino acids cannot be stored in the body, so 
they are broken down in the liver in a process known 
as deamination. The amino group is formed into 
ammonia which is toxic. The rest of the amino acid 
can be converted into lipids or glucose and used for 
energy. The ammonia is combined with carbon 
dioxide to produce urea. Urea will travel through the 
blood stream to the kidneys where it is removed and 
becomes a component of urine. 

Detoxification function of the liver:
The liver receives blood directly from the small intestine via the 
hepatic portal vein which means that substances that have 
been absorbed into the blood after eating are taken first to the 
liver which detoxifies substances which could harm the body. 
The cells of the liver take in the toxins and convert them into 
less harmful substances. This includes the addition of carbon 
dioxide to ammonia to covert it into urea, the detoxification of 
alcohol and drugs such as paracetamol. Over exposure to toxins 
such as by overdose or alcoholism can result in damage to the 
liver. 

Production of bile:
Bile is produced in the liver and stored in the gall bladder until needed by the digestive 
system to emulsify fats. 
The bile also plays another important role in that it helps remove toxic byproducts of the 
breakdown of haemoglobin. Haemoglobin is contained within red blood cells which only 
live for about 120 days due to their lack of nucleus. After this time, they are broken down 
into the liver and some of the components are recycled to make more haemoglobin. 
However, two substances bilirubin and biliverdin are toxic and are used to make bile. 
Once released into the small intestine they will emulsify fats but otherwise be lost in the 
faeces giving them their characteristic dark colour. If bilirubin and biliverdin are unable 
to leave the body in the bile, they will re-enter the blood stream giving the whites of the 
eyes and the skin a yellow tinge known as jaundice. As these two substances are toxic, 
they can cause damage to body tissues, particularly the brain. 
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Homeostasis

Homeostasis and some examples:
Homeostasis is the maintenance of the internal environment despite either internal or external changes. Many factors are controlled by homeostasis 
which keeps them within a particular range of values known as the set point. Examples include body temperature which homeostasis maintains at a set 
point range of between 36.5 and 37.2 degrees centigrade. Other factors controlled by homeostasis include blood sugar levels, fluid levels and blood pH.

Monitoring:
In order to keep the body’s internal environment as stable as possible, it 
is important to be able to detect changes so that action can be taken to 
bring the factor back to normal such as maintaining body temperature. In 
order to monitor the internal environment, there are many different 
sensory receptors throughout the body each detecting different things. 
Examples include thermoreceptors to detect changes in temperature, 
osmoreceptors to detect changes in fluid levels and chemoreceptors 
which detect changes in pH of the blood which is an indicator of carbon 
dioxide levels within the blood. 

Control centre:
Once a change is detected feedback is sent to a specific area of the brain, 
known as a control centre, where the response to the change will be 
coordinated. Different factors are controlled in different areas of the 
brain. For example, body temperature and fluid levels are controlled in 
the hypothalamus whereas heart rate and breathing rate are controlled 
by the medulla oblongata. 

Effectors:
Effectors are stimulated by the control centre to bring the level of what is 
being controlled back to the set point range e.g. to bring body 
temperature back to approximately 37 degrees. Effectors are either 
muscles or glands. The muscles will contract or relax to bring about a 
change such as shivering to warm up or the muscles in blood vessels to 
narrow or widen blood vessels. Glands release hormones or other 
substances (like sweat) to have other effects. For example, releasing 
insulin will lower blood glucose levels if blood glucose levels are too high. 

Control of blood glucose levels:
The islets of Langerhans in the pancreas act as both receptors and 
effectors because they monitor blood glucose levels and release the 
relevant hormone to bring blood glucose levels back to normal levels. If 
blood sugar levels drop, such as after fasting, the alpha cells are 
stimulated to produce glucagon which raise blood glucose levels. They do 
this by stimulating glycogen stored in the liver to be converted to glucose 
and released into the blood. If blood sugar levels are too high, such as 
after eating, the beta cells in the islets of Langerhans are stimulated to 
produce insulin which lowers blood glucose levels. It does this by 
allowing glucose to enter cells and by converting glucose into glycogen to 
be stored in the liver or muscles. 
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Malfunctions -stroke

Risk factors:
High blood pressure, smoking, diabetes, high 
cholesterol levels, heavy drinking, lack of exercise, 
diet high in salt and fat, being overweight, age, family 
history. 

Haemorrhagic stroke:
A haemorrhagic stroke is where a 
blood vessel burst in the brain and 
blood floods out and damages the 
surrounding brain tissue. 

Ischaemic stroke:
Ischaemic stroke is where a blood 
vessel becomes blocked so 
oxygengated blood cannot get past 
the blockage causing death of brain 
cells after the blockage. 

What is a stroke:
A stroke is where small or large parts of the brain die 
due to lack of oxygen and nutrients to that part of the 
brain. The functions carried out by this area of the 
brain can no longer occur. The symptoms of a stroke 
vary depending on the area damaged. Some areas of 
the brain can sometimes take over from damaged 
areas. 

Effects:
A stroke can cause partial paralysis which may result in one side of the face drooping 
or the inability to feel or move the arm or leg on one side of the body. It can also 
lead to various speech difficulties including aphasia which is the inability to find the 
correct word. Some patients lose the ability to speak altogether. Stroke can also lead 
to confusion and even changes in personality depending on the area of the brain 
that has been damaged. A common symptom of stroke, particularly in the early 
days, is difficulty swallowing.

Surgery Surgery can be used in the brain to remove blood clots and restore blood circulation to areas of the brain. Stents can be 
used to widen blood vessels that have narrowed due to atherosclerosis. 

Feeding tubes If a stroke survivor is unable to swallow, they may need to be fed via a feeding tube where nutrients are passed directly to 
the stomach via a tube, often entering through the nose. 

Medication Medication is given to reduce further strokes such as to reduce blood pressure or thin the blood. Common medication 
includes warfarin which is an anticoagulant to thin the blood; aspirin which reduce the number of platelets making clots 
less likely; alteplase which dissolves blood clots already forming and statins to reduce blood cholesterol. 

Speech therapy Speech therapy is often needed to restore speech as much as is possible. Speech therapists also help with swallowing 
difficulties. 

Rehabilitation Many stroke patients require long periods of rehabilitation after release from hospital to relearn lost skills and to regain as 
much independence as is possible. 

Physiotherapy Physiotherapy can be used to build strength and function in specific areas of the body. 

Help with 
swallowing

This is usually overseen by a speech therapist. Many stroke patients need food to be softened or liquidised to reduce risk 
of swallowing. It is also difficult to swallow liquids so drinks need to be thickened to the consistency of custard. 

Mobility aids Some people require mobility aids such as a wheelchair or walking frame due to one sided paralysis or weakness caused by 
the stroke. 

Social care Many people who have suffered a stroke are no longer able to live completely independent lives and may have to get 
support from social care worders either in their own home or in a residential or nursing home. 

Monitoring, treatment and care:
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Malfunctions – Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
What is a multiple sclerosis:
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune disease which means it is 
caused by the body’s own immune system attacking healthy tissue and 
damaging it. In the case of MS, the tissue that is attacked is nerve 
tissue in the brain and spinal cord. The myelin sheath, which is made 
up of Schwann cells is attacked and becomes inflamed. Scarring forms 
on the myelin sheath and this scarring is known as sclerosis which is 
where the name comes from. The function of the myelin sheath is to 
speed up the conduction of nerve impulses along the axon or dendron. 
If the myelin sheath is damaged nerve impulses may arrive too slow or 
not at all leading to a range of symptoms and disabilities. Periods of 
inflammation and increased symptoms can be broken up by periods 
with few or no symptoms as the myelin is repaired. These periods of 
no symptoms are known as periods of remission. The disease is 
considered to be a degenerative condition in that generally the 
symptoms will get worse over time. 

Possible causes of multiple sclerosis:
Combination of genetic and environmental factors including smoking, 
infections which overstimulate the immune system, being overweight. 
Also, more common in females than males and there are links to obesity in 
teenagers.  

Symptoms:
Symptoms vary greatly from person to person. Some people deteriorate 
gradually over time whereas others have periods of remission where they 
do not experience symptoms. The periods where they get worse are known 
as relapses. Common symptoms include feeling fatigued, problems with 
vision, difficulty with movement and mobility problems, numbness or 
tingling, difficulty concentrating or learning, speech and swallowing 
difficulties and depression. 

MRI scan:
MS can be detected using an MRI scanner which can be used to see the 
damage to the myelin sheath of nerve cells. An MRI scanner works by 
using very powerful magnets which line up specific chemicals in the body 
making them easier to pick up on a screen. MRI scans are good for soft 
tissue like nerves. 

Monitoring, treatment and care:
Currently there is no cure for MS so treatment and care is required to 
manage the condition and give the individual as much independence as is 
possible. An MRI scan can be used to help diagnose the condition and to 
monitor deterioration. Steroid medication can be used to help reduce 
inflammation during a relapse. Individuals may benefit from a speech 
therapist and a physiotherapist to help with speech and mobility 
respectively. Individuals will be under the care of a neurologist who 
specialises in conditions relating to the nerves. 
Many people with MS gradually deteriorate and will consequently need 
more and more social care to help them manage day to day tasks like 
washing and dressing. In some cases, the individual may lose the ability to 
move their hands and arms sufficiently to feed themselves and so may 
need to be fed. 
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Malfunctions – Diabetes
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Type 1 diabetes:
Type 1 disease is thought to be an autoimmune disease caused by the body’s own immune system 
attacking the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas. This leads to a lack of insulin so the individual is 
unable to regulate their blood sugar levels. This type of diabetes is usually developed in early childhood. 

Type 2 diabetes:
Type 2 diabetes is caused when either not enough insulin is produced, or the cells of the body do not 
respond to insulin as they should – this is known as insulin resistance. It used to develop in middle 
adulthood or older but can now develop even in children. It is strongly associated with being 
overweight. 

Risk factors:
Family history for both types of diabetes
Being overweight for type 2 diabetes
Risk increases with age for type 2 diabetes

Symptoms:
If the condition is not managed, symptoms often start with feeling very thirsty and passing large volumes or 
dilute urine which will contain glucose. This is because the glucose that is building up in the blood is passed 
out of the kidneys into the urine and takes excess water with it. If blood glucose levels drop too low it can 
lead to hypoglycaemia which can lead to dizziness, unconsciousness and even death. However, people can 
have diabetes without knowing it, particularly for type 2 diabetes. Untreated diabetes has many serious 
health implications. 

Hypoglycaemia:
Hypoglycaemia is when blood glucose levels drop too low, often caused by 
injecting too much insulin. Patients must have access to sugar such as a 
sweet drink or sugary snack. If it is not treated immediately it can lead to 
coma and death. 

Hyperglycaemia and health implications:
Hyperglycaemia is when blood glucose levels are too high. Unmanaged, it 
can cause damage to organs such as the retinal of the eye – diabetic 
retinopathy which needs to be tested for by taking photographs of the 
retina. Hyperglycaemia can damage the kidneys, raise blood pressure and 
damage the circulatory system such that extremities such as legs need to 
be amputated.  

Monitoring, treatment and care:
Once diagnosed, patients need to regularly check their blood 
glucose levels using a lancet to prick the skin of the finger 
and a glucose monitor. Patients will need to be monitored by 
a doctor or diabetic clinic regularly to ensure the condition is 
managed adequately. This will involved checking blood sugar 
levels and taking photographs of the back f the eye to check 
for diabetic retinopathy. People with type 2 diabete will 
need to lose weight, take exercise and eat a healthy diet, 
restricting intake of carbohydrates. People with type 1 
diabetes will manage their condition with insulin injections. 
The treatment for people with type 2 diabetes depends on 
the severity and their treatment may change over time. 
Some people can mange the condition with a healthy diet 
alone. Others take medication such as metformin which 
helps the body respond to insulin. For some people with 
type 2 diabetes, diet, exercise and medication are not 
enough and they too need to inject insulin.
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Malfunctions – Nephrotic syndrome

What is a nephrotic syndrome:
Nephrotic syndrome is a condition which is usually first detected in 
childhood between the ages of 2-5. It is damage to the glomerulus in 
the Bowman’s capsule of the kidney tubules. Normally, ultrafiltration 
occurs here where much of the plasma, but not the large blood 
proteins and red blood cells,  are forced out into the tubule. Due to 
damage to the basement membrane of the capillaries of the 
glomerulus, the blood proteins are also forced out, they are unable to 
be reabsorbed so they are lost from the body in the urine and this has 
major consequences for the body as a whole.

Possible causes of nephrotic syndrome:
The capillaries in the glomerulus can be damaged in many ways but in 
most cases the damage is due to an infection in early childhood 
causing the immune system to overreact and damage the kidney 
tubules. Other causes of damage include other underlying conditions 
such as diabetes or sickle cell anaemia, HIV, syphilis or hepatitis along 
with various types of cancer including leukaemia. It can also be 
inherited from the parents.  

Symptoms of nephrotic syndrome:
Bruising and blood clots can occur as some of the proteins lost in the 
urine prevent blood clots occurring. Blood clots can be very dangerous 
as they can lead to heart attacks and strokes as well as damage to 
other organs. 
More frequent and severe infections occur due to antibodies, another 
type of protein, being lost in the urine. 
Oedema which is retention of fluid in the body tissues is another 
symptom. This is caused by the loss of another type of protein called 
albumen which is used to help water get back into the blood and 
lymph from the tissues. Without the albumin, the fluid remains in the 
tissues. 
High volumes of urine are produced due to the kidney’s inability to 
reabsorb water. This will also lead to thirst. 

Monitoring, treatment and care:
The disease can be monitored by blood tests and also a biopsy of the 
kidney where small amounts of kidney tissue are removed and 
examined under the microscope. Once diagnosed changes to the diet 
can help such as reducing salt to reduce fluid retention in the body. 
Antidiuretic mediation can also help manage the oedema but results in 
increased urine production. 
Steroid tablets can help the condition, but these have side effects 
which may need further medication to reduce. 
In severe cases of nephrotic syndrome a kidney transplant may be 
needed following removal of the diseased kidneys. If there is no donor 
available the individual will need to have dialysis regularly. This 
involves passing the blood through a dialysis machine which removes 
the substances the kidneys would normally remove. 
Nephrotic syndrome produces protein in the urine, which is not a 
normal condition, this protein can be detected with urine test strips. 
Individuals will need to check urine regularly to ensure their condition 
is being managed properly. Many children with nephrotic syndrome 
have periods of remission and relapse. The urine test sticks will help 
identify when a relapse occurs. 
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Malfunctions – Cirrhosis of the liver

Cirrhosis of the liver:
Cirrhosis of the liver is due to the build-up of scar 
tissue in the liver due to damage over a long period. 
The liver is usually able to regenerate and 
transplants can even be made from a section of liver 
rather than a whole liver. However, if damage is 
severe and continues over a period of time the 
healthy cells are replaced by scar tissue and the liver 
is no longer able to carry out its functions. The liver 
has such a vital role in the body that if it were to 
stop working completely, an immediate transplant 
would be needed otherwise death is very likely. 

Causes of cirrhosis:
Cirrhosis is mostly associated with drinking too much 
alcohol. This is because the alcohol is a toxin which 
the liver needs to process. Drinking too much alcohol 
overloads the liver leading to irreversible damage. 
Another leading cause is being overweight, 
particularly in the abdomen. Fatty tissue within the 
liver causes damage to the active liver cells leading to 
cirrhosis. 
Another cause of cirrhosis is long term infections such 
as hepatitis as these will also damage the liver. 

Symptoms of cirrhosis:
Cirrhosis causes abdominal pain and nausea. Due to the damage in 
the liver, the bile produced by the liver enters the blood instead of 
being released into the digestive system. The pigments in bile 
(bilirubin and biliverdin) are yellow in colour and show in the skin and 
the whites of the eyes – this is known as jaundice. 
Albumin – a protein found in blood plasma is made in the liver. If the 
liver is damaged, insufficient albumin is made. Albumin has a vital 
role in draining tissues of excess fluid and without it fluid retention or 
oedema occurs. 
The liver also produces blood clotting proteins, if production of these 
is disrupted, the blood will not clot properly leading to the person 
bruising easily. Internal bleeds are more common which can lead to 
vomiting blood. Bleeding can also occur in the brain leading to stroke 
and confusion 

Monitoring, treatment and care:
Cirrhosis can be diagnosed using a combination of blood tests, MRI or CT scans or 
liver biopsies. 
Once diagnosed the management of the condition may depend on the cause. If the 
individual has been drinking too much alcohol they will need to stop drinking. They 
are likely to need a lot of support to achieve this. If the condition is due to being 
overweight then the individual will need to take up a healthy lifestyle and lose 
weight. 
If the cirrhosis is so extensive that the liver stops working, a transplant will be 
needed. 
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Sf1. Which branch of the nervous system prepares the body for action?    ___ Sympathetic nervous system __________

2. Which part of the brain helps control balance?  __ Cerebellum_______________________________________

3. Name the three meninges.  __ Dura mater, arachnoid and pia mater ______________________________________

4. Name two hormones secreted by the pancreas  _____Insulin and glucagon _____________________________

5. Specifically, where in the body would you find the glomerulus? 

__Within the Bowman’s capsule of the nephron (kidney tubule) in the kidney  _______________________________________

6. What is ultrafiltration?

__The forcing of most components of the blood out of the capillaries of the glomerulus into the Bowman’s capsule due to high pressure____

7. What is the function of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) and which gland secretes it?

__ADH is secreted by the pituitary gland. It stimulates reabsorption of water from the kidneys so reduce urine volume _______________

8. Where do the bile pigments bilirubin and biliverdin originally come from?  

__From the breakdown of haemoglobin (from red blood cells) in the liver  __________________________________________

9. What type of substance is broken down to become urea?   __Amino acids_____________________________

10. What are effectors?

__Effectors are muscles or glands which are stimulated by nerves or hormones to bring the body back to a stable condition during homeostasis. 

11. What is a haemorrhagic stroke?

__Damage to the brain tissue due to a bleed into the brain rather than a blood clot which would be an ischaemic stroke.______________ 

12. What is damaged in MS and what causes the damage?

_ The Schwann cells of the myelin sheath of a neuron are damaged by the body’s own immune system ________________________

13. What is hyperglycaemia?

__ Hyperglycaemia is the name given to when blood glucose levels are too high  ______________________________________

14. Why does nephrotic syndrome cause oedema?

___ Tissue fluid is helped return to blood by proteins called albumin which are lost in the urine in nephrotic syndrome so fluid builds up ____

15. What does cirrhosis mean in cirrhosis of the liver?

___ Cirrhosis means scarring which occurs in the liver in cirrhosis of the liver  ________________________________________

Test your knowledge
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